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Welcome to the inaugural Mood of the Sales
Leader Report
Business surveys in New Zealand are nothing new, but there haven’t been definitive surveys
capturing the mood of the sales leader, which is surprising, as we all know sales leaders are in
a unique position to gain valuable insights through their interactions with customers.
We are delighted to have initiated the Mood of the Sales Leader survey reviewing mood and
sentiment on a range of drivers impacting on sales performance and sales leadership.
This survey will be carried out each year, giving a voice to our most progressive sales leaders,
capturing valuable trends and insights, and highlighting the challenges, as seen through the
eyes of the sales leader.
Sales leadership is an area of business in this country that is often under-supported. We thank
all the 138 contributors to the survey and hope there is value in this report as you set a course
for the year ahead.
As 2018 begins, the media is reporting that business confidence is at a nine-year low, which
makes the timing of this survey even more interesting.

Mike Stokes
Indicator CEO
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02 Six Key Areas.
The ‘Mood of the Sales Leader Survey’ comprised 25 questions that were shaped to reveal
deep insights about the experiences, mood, sentiment and future thinking of a wide cross
section of NZ Sales Leaders. In particular we were keen to understand more about the
following 6 key areas:
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One of the most powerful disciplines in any
business is that of pausing to reflect and review the year that has just passed.

The beginning of each new business cycle
is an opportunity to take stock of confidence
levels, optimism, market sentiment and most
importantly to achieve clarity of thought
about future direction and priority.

Few topics generate more internal debate
than the matter of price points, pricing strategies, margins & discount structures. We
were keen to understand how businesses
were going to balance the tension of remaining competitive and respond to the prospect
of significant cost and operating expenses.

2017 in Review

2018 Expectations

Price Review 2018
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Your ability to grow your organisation is only
limited by your ability to grow your people.
We were keen to learn more about current
attitudes towards training & development.

It is an old adage but a good one – if it
doesn’t challenge you it doesn’t change you.
Through the Survey 138 respondents shared
their greatest challenges in the past year
and importantly their anticipated challenges
in the year ahead.

Often the simplest of questions can be the
most powerful. We challenged our Sales
Leaders to consider the ‘one thing’ their
teams could be better at in 2018 (and that
would make the greatest impact to their performance) .

Training &
Development

Biggest Challenges

One Thing

14%

Less than 25%

“The quality of this year’s work
will determine the quality of
next year’s opportunity”
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“Management is about doing things right. Leadership is
about doing the right things.
What you see depends mainly
on what you look for”

“people do business with those
they know, like & trust”

PLANNING

URGENCY

Solution Selling

Business Development

CONSTANT LEARNING

NEW MARKETS

PROSPECTING

Account Management

44%

QUALIFYING LEADS
INCREASE CONVERSIONS

Something that
happens occasionally

“Transform the Leader – Transform the Business”

CLOSING

LEARNING

PROCESS & ADMIN

BUILDING PIPELINE

RESILLIENCE

COMMUNICATION

Processes

37%

More than 75%

MANAGING MARGINS

Sales

Very Important

CRM & Tech

50-75%

Never on radar

54%

Recruitment

34%

53%
YES

2%

Competition

25-49%

Zero
11%
Growth 88%
Drop
2%

15%

“Success lies at the intersection
of mindset & action. You need to
have both in order to succeed”

“think fast – act faster”
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Snapshot of
Survey.

138

Industry Sectors
4%

12%

5%

Construction

Manufacturing

Communications

Technology

10%

9%

9%

2%

Professional Services

Food Services

Financial

Agriculture

7%

10%

17%

Retail

Wholesale Trade

Other

Number of survey
contributors

2858

Number of sales
people in their teams

$6,603,511,680

Revenue these individuals are responsible for

15%

Role Type
38%
17%
11%
9%
8%
4%
2%
1%
10%

Sales Manager
Sales Director
General Manager
CEO
Managing Director
Country Manager
Commercial Director
Account Manager
Other
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04 2017 in Review.
Q

How would you describe 2017 in terms of sales, revenue performance?
(For the calendar year)

Key Takeaways

7%

Just another year/status quo

1

In line with the 2017 NZ economy, 71% of surveyed Sales Leaders were pleased with their
2017 results

2

19% of those surveyed had a watershed year
with significant results

52%
Pleasing year with modest
growth

19%

Commentary
I

Sales leaders were happy with sales performance in 2017 although a large % of their sales
teams failed to hit their targets.

Questions to contemplate

Watershed year with
significant gains

3

For businesses that increased their sales team
in 2017, 77% had pleasing or significant gains
in performance as compared to 55% of those
businesses that did not increase their sales
team

Q

Q
4

22%

Was the strong sales performance reported in
2017 more a result of the strength of the wider
economy or the result of high performing sales
teams?
What if the economy wasn’t the best it has
been for 20 years?

Only 37% of contributors said that 75% or more
of their sales teams hit their targets in 2017

Challenging year and dissapointing results

Q

Did you increase the size of your
sales team in 2017?

64% YES
36% NO
10

Q

Approximately what percentage of
your sales team will hit their targets
in this financial year?
14%

37%

More than 75%
50-75%

15%

25-49%
Less than 25%

19% of those surveyed
had a watershed year
with significant gains.

34%
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05 2018 Expectations.
Thinking ahead to 2018, what are you
anticipating in terms of business &
trading?

Q

1%
17%

Feeling reasonably
pessimistic about
the market

We are feeling
very bullish about
the opportunities
in 2018

Thinking ahead to the Revenue/Sales
Budget for 2018 (for the calendar
year), are you expecting a:

Q

2%

1%
Just another
year/status quo

10%

40%

Zero based budget

Business will be more
challenging but there will
still be growth

Growth budget

Key Takeaways

Commentary

1

88% of sales leaders will set a growth budget
for 2018

2

Only 1% of those surveyed are feeling pessimistic about 2018

Only 1% of those surveyed were pessimistic
about 2018 and 63% of those survey suggested
that in 2018 they will increase the size of their
sales team. 88% of Sales leaders are planning
for a growth year which is at odds with recent
Business Confidence Surveys which report a 9
year low

3

63% of sales leaders are planning on increasing the size of their sales team

I

Drop in revenue
88%

If you set a Growth budget (for the
calendar year), what level of growth
are you expecting?

Q
17%

22%
1-5% growth

Questions to contemplate
Q

Q

Are sales leaders overly optimistic or are they
in a unique position to judge how the economy
will perform in 2018?

What are sales leaders going to do differently
to achieve sustainable growth in 2018?

6-10% growth
11-20% growth

41%
We are reasonably upbeat and
are anticipating growth

Q

Do you have plans to increase the
size of your sales team in 2018?

63% YES
37% NO
12

21%+ growth

25%

Q

36%

If you are planning to increase the size
of your sales team, how much are you
planning to increase the team by?

47% 33% 20%
Less than
10%

10% 20%

More than
20%

Q

When is the best time to increase the size of
your sales team? Should you grow your resource in anticipation of growth, or optimise
the potential in your current team before expanding your footprint?

88% of Sales
leaders will set a
growth budget for
2018.
13
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06 Price Review.
Q

Are you planning a price increase in the next 12 months?

53%
YES
Q

47%
NO

1

2

The approach to pricing in 2018 is reasonably even with 53% of sales leaders planning a
price increase within 12 months and 47% leaving pricing unchanged

Of those planning an increase 43% have indicated an increase of 3% or less & 39% an
increase of 4-5%

Commentary
I

General opinion is that businesses will face significant cost increases this year.

I

Many businesses will need to increase their
prices by at least 6-8% just to absorb expected
increases in costs & expenses

Questions to contemplate
Q

In the context of overall buying decisions where
does price sit in your customers’ mind?

Q

When is the right time to review your price
strategy? Is it better to lead or lag the market?

Q

How do you find the balance between remaining price competitive and preserving margin?
(especially in times where there are upwards
pressures on costs and operating expenses)

If you are planning a price increase in 2018, what level of increase are you planning?

3%

1%
8-9%

10% or more

14%
6-7%

39%
4-5%

14

Key Takeaways

43%

3% or less

Of those planning an
increase 43% have indicated an increase of
3% or less & 39% an
increase of 4-5%.
15
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07 Training and Development.
How important is training and
development in your company?

Q

2%

Never on radar

Q

54%

66%

It's very important

34%
NO

If

you invested in external development for your sales team in 2017, how much
did you invest per person?

33%

31%

14%

11%

16

1

54% of responses stated that Training & Development is very important to their company

Sales leaders clearly see value in external development for their teams and it was notable
that 25% spent more than $5000 per individual
in 2017.

2

Only 2% suggested that external development
was ‘never on the radar’

3

Something that
happens
occasionally

< $1000

Commentary

YES

44%
Q

Key Takeaways

Did you invest in external development for your sales team in 2017?

$1000-$1999

$2000-$4999

$5000-$9999

11%

> $10,000

4

66% invested in external development in 2017

25% spent more than $5000 per team member

I

Questions to contemplate
Q

What is the best way to ensure that your training budget is invested in the right areas?

Q

What about the sales leader? How much training or development are you or your sales leaders receiving?

25% spent more than
$5000 per team member on training and
development.
17
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08 Biggest Challenges.
Q

1

Competition was the most common challenge
in 2017 and is expected to rise in 2018

2

Recruitment was the second most common
challenge but set to decline in 2018

Competition was the biggest challenge in 2017
and that increases in 2018. In NZ most companies are seeing disruption to their client base
from existing competitors or new to market
companies. We expected to see recruitment as
the most common theme as most sales leaders
feel that is a constant challenge for them.

45%
39%
28%
23%
23%
16%
16%
14%
14%
13%
11%
11%

3

I

Relationship with Sales and Marketing did not
feature as a common issue whereas the relationship with Sales and Operations was a bigger challenge.

Questions to contemplate
Q

What are you doing to differentiate yourself
from your competitors?

Q

Are you running a world class sales process
and account management focus to attract and
retain clients?

Main challenges anticipated for 2018:

Competition
Development of team members
Recruitment
CRM & Technology
Clients with reduced budgets
Consistent processes
Lack of business development
Relationships with sales & ops
Other
Lack of activity within team
Culture amongst sales team
Owners/Senior leadership

18

Commentary

Top challenges identified in 2017:

Competition
Recruitment
Consistent Processes
CRM & Technology
Development of team members
Relationships with sales & ops
Culture amongst sales team
Clients with reduced budgets
Lack of business development
Other
Incentive plan in place
Lack of Pipeline

Q

Key Takeaways

59%
32%
31%
22%
17%
16%
15%
15%
14%
13%
10%
9%

Q

What can you do to improve the relationship,
communication and understanding between
your sales team and other key functions inside
your organisation?

Competition was the
most common challenge
in 2017 and is expected
to rise in 2018.
19
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09 One Thing.
Q

SALES

If there is one thing your team could be better at in 2018 what would it be?

TEAMWORK

PROCESS & ADMIN

STRUCTURE

ASK FOR
REFERALS

CONFIDENCE

DISPLAY VALUE

RESILLIENCE CLOSING
CALL PLANNING

GOAL SETTING

HITTING TARGETS

20

UNDERSTANDING
THE CUSTOMER

COMMUNICATION

SOURCING KEY ACCOUNTS
PRESENTATIONS

SPEND MORE TIME
WITH CHANNEL

UNDERTANDING PERSONAS

QUALIFYING LEADS

UP-SELLING

SPEED

STRATEGIC PLANNING

PLANNING
INCREASE CONVERSIONS

LEAD FROM THE FRONT

GOAL SETTING

PIPELINE GROWTH

MAKE OUR OWN OPPORTUNITIES
IDENTIFYING DECISION
MAKER EARLIER

QUALITY CRM

MANAGING MARGINS

Respondents identified improving their Business Development capability as the one thing
that would make the biggest difference in
2018
Closing opportunities and Account Management were the second most common theme

REFLECTION

SOLUTION SELLING

SALES CULTURE

FOLLOW UP

SELL SELL SELL
MORE QUALIFIED LEADS ENERGY
PRODUCTIVITY
CONSTANT IMPROVEMENT

BUILDING PIPELINE
TERRITORY
MANAGEMENT

POSITIVE
MINDSET

CUSTOMER UNDERSTANDING

EXECUTION
SPEED

URGENCY

LEARNING

PROSPECTING
FIND THE
DECISION MAKER

SOLUTION SELLING
UNDERSTANDING SIGNALS

Questions to contemplate

Commentary

Key Takeaways

2

BEING PROACTIVE

OPPORTUNITIES

IDENTIFY OPPORTUNITIES

PROFESSIONALISM

1

NEW MARKETS

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
SMARKETING

MOTIVATION

MORE EFFECIENT AT ADMIN

CONSISTENCY

MORE CONFIDENCE
IN OUR PRODUCTS
BUILDING RAPPORT
WITH CUSTOMERS

STRATEGIC SELLING

BETTER LEADS

IMPROVING KNOWLEDGE

DIGITAL
SELLING

3

The other key statistic that was regularly highlighted was getting the sales team to follow
processes and be consistent across the team

I

PRODUCTIVITY

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

IDENTIFYING BUYING SIGNALS

CONSTANT LEARNING

EXECUTION

BETTER CONVERSION PATH

LEARNING

MORE EFFECIENT AT ADMIN

SHORTENING THE
SALES CYCLE

CUSTOMER CENTRIC

FOCUS

COMPLEX SALES

It was no surprise that gaining new clients and
building on existing relationships were listed as
the most common themes that leaders would
like their teams to be better at. Included in the
business development context was also the
desire for sales people to be more proactive,
aggressive and motivated to increase outcomes.

Q

Do your own internal processes allow for consistency in increasing sales to new clients and
maintenance of existing clients?

Q

How effectively is technology enabling you to
keep a step ahead of your competitors?

21
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About Indicator.
How we can help
Founded in 2015, Indicator partners with
companies and individuals to achieve
improved B2B sales results.

Get the balance right and success will flow through
to your team. Keep doing the same things and you
will get the same results.

Sales training companies are ubiquitous, yet most
focus on individuals rather than the leaders, processes and systems.

Sales is becoming increasingly complex, and more
and more companies are being left behind. That is
why Indicator is here.

Our offerings

Sales Syndicate

Sales Training

Sales Consulting

Sales Syndicate is a monthly programme designed to enhance
sales success by linking similar
skilled sales managers and sales
leaders in a non-competitive
peer to peer environment.

Indicator offers sales training
focusing on sales and specific
sales areas for New Zealand B2B
companies.

Indicator offers bespoke consulting support to New Zealand B2B
companies

Monthly Programme

Workshops & Courses

Bespoke Packages

Talk to us.
Mike Stokes
mike@indicator.co.nz
+64 27 622 6019
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Miles Valentine
miles@indicator.co.nz
+64 27 577 7778
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